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The hairstyle trends for women are popular for a short time whereas the hairstyle trends for men
evolve slowly. They last for long and keep on splitting into various hairstyles slowly. There are
hairstyles for short hair, long hair and trendy hair. The year 2011 witnessed some unique hairstyles
for metrosexuals and manscaping whereas 2012 is more focused on having a masculine touch.
Check out the most popular hairstyles for men in 2012.

Slicked back undercut

This haircut takes you back to the early 20th century. If you have straight hair, you should go for this
haircut. The haircut has short sides, short back and are lengthy from the top. There is no connection
between the sides, back and top that makes it an undercut hairstyle.

Brit-rock indie hairstyle

You can use this hairstyle in curly hair, wavy hair and straight hair. This hairstyle sweeps your hair
forward. You can change the haircut from the top and the sides as per your liking.

Rockabilly hairstyle

This hairstyle is popular for around 2 years. It is stylish and brings a lot of attitude. If you have curly,
straight or wavy hair, you must try out this hairstyle.

Menâ€™s quiff

It is a trendy hairstyle with some rock overtones. The quiff is a refined haircut and looks striking with
an out-of-the-bed look. If you have straight hair, you must go for a slick quiff. It is more polished and
gives a well groomed look.

Short Waves/ Short Curls

Short waves is a relaxed hairstyle that keeps the hair interlocked, entangled and messy. This
hairstyle keeps the sides short. Do not use any kind of hardening gels that gives a brittle look to the
curls.

Curly mop top

The mop top hairstyle looks like an afro. This hairstyle is perfect for the curly hair and gives you a lot
of confidence. It maintains a proper haircut for the curls that cannot be properly maintained. You
need lengthy hair for a mop top. A curling iron can also be used to get additional curls.

Shoulder length haircut

Shoulder length haircut is back with a new and refined look. If you have long and straight hair, try
out this hairstyle. It gives a sleek and smart finish. Men with wavy hair can also try this hairstyle.
You can also add layers to your hair. Layering looks the best with longer layers in shoulder length
hair.
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Welcome to an online mens magazine - know a Latest Hairstyles For Men, here you will find popular
hairstyles to give stylish look. Here you will find tips on a How To Get your Ex Girlfriend Back.

For more detail read my blog a Bentonmorgan's Blog.
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